**GROUPE ESRA**

The ESRA Group is the largest training institution for Film and Audiovisual in France. Since its creation in 1972, the group has trained more than 4,500 professionals in activity, listed in the alumni directory « ESRA Pro ». Now based in Paris, Nice, Rennes and Brussels, it offers the following courses: After the BAC: - ESRA for the film and TV - ISTS for Sound and music, - Sup’Infograph, for 3d animation and computer graphics. These programs are spread over three years. They include lectures, tutorials, achievements and internships. Each course consists of two years of core, followed by a third year of specialization. After a Bac + 3, and as part of its Department for Higher Film Studies, (DHEC), three courses in two years: - Script and Directing - Production and Distribution - VFX - Visual Effects International opening: Since 2007, the ESRA Group offers to all its graduates a fourth optional year in New York. For high school students - Junior, short introductory courses to the cinema business, sound and computer graphics in the various schools of the Group and in Cannes during the International Film Festival - ESRA Summer Program, Introductory courses in English of a few weeks, open to all during the summer, editing, staging and sound design in Paris. For professionals and adults The Continuing Education Department offers courses lasting from one week to eight months, for actives seeking professionalization in different fields of film & audiovisual or as part of a reorientation.

**RESEARCH**

ESRA for film and television ISTS for sound SUP’INFOGRAPH II ESRA 3D for 2D and 3D animation Institution-specific master (mastère) in screenwriting Institution-specific master (mastère) in production and distribution Junior to expose secondary-school students to the field Continuing education for career changes

**STRENGTHS**

- ESRA, ISTS and Sup’Infograph and are sanctioned by a government certified 3-year undergraduate diploma.
- The group has a network of 4,000 professionally active alumni.
- Multidisciplinary teaching the first two years and specialization in the third year.
- 4th optional year in New York
- 3 schools on one campus
- Professional teachers in activity
- Hundreds of festival selections each year.

**LOCATION**

ESRA PARIS : 135 avenue Félix Faure 75 015 PARIS - ESRA NICE : 9, quai des Deux Emmanuel 06 300 NICE - ESRA RENNES : 1, rue Xavier Grall 35 700 RENNES - ESRA BRUXELLES : 34, Rue du Beau Site 1000 BRUXELLES BELGIQUE

**MAIN PROGRAMMES OF STUDY**

- ESRA for film and television
- ISTS for sound
- SUP’INFOGRAPH II ESRA 3D for 2D and 3D animation
- Institution-specific master (DHEC) in screenwriting and directing
- Institution-specific master (DEHC) in production and distribution
- Junior to expose secondary-school students to the field
- Summer programs for foreign students
- One year program for foreign students
- Continuing education for career changes

**IDENTITY FORM**

- Precise name of the institution: Groupe ESRA
- Type of institution: Private
- City where the main campus is located: Paris
- Number of students: 1 300
- Percentage or number of international students: 4%
- Type and level of qualifications awarded: Institution-specific diploma recognized by the government as equivalent to a 3-year national diploma and conferring a level-2 occupational certification
- French language courses: No
- Programs for international students: Yes - "ESRA Summer Programs’ for foreign students during the month of July in English - 4 available Internship 1 and 4 weeks: - Design, History of French cinema, Sound recording, Editing, Screenplay.
- Programs in English: Yes - 1 year film making program in English in Paris and Brussels.
- Registration fees/year: (for information only) 7 650 euros
- Postal address: 135 avenue Felix Faure 75015 Paris

http://www.esra.edu